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PARIS—Never before have French scientists
been as single-minded as they were at a 2-
day gathering last week in the Alpine town
of Grenoble, when more than 900 of them
voted for a raft of proposals on everything
from cash to careers in the name of over-
hauling fundamental research. With remark-
able unanimity, they approved a wish list for
François Fillon, minister for education and
research, who has promised to take a reform
bill to Parliament next spring. This effort
builds on last year’s showdown with the gov-
ernment in which more than 2000 lab direc-
tors and research team leaders quit their ad-
ministrative duties to protest funding and
staffing cutbacks (Science, 16 April, p. 368).

After the government backed down, hun-
dreds of scientists across the country organ-
ized into working groups to prepare a string
of reports, which were then honed into last
week’s proposals. They call for more coher-
ent government oversight and stronger sup-
port of scientific careers. The proposals in-

clude creating a single research and higher
education ministry, an independent higher
science council to advise the government 
on strategy, a new body to evaluate all 
researchers, a long-term jobs plan for 
researchers, and more crossover between
agency and academic science. They ask that

lecturers’ teaching loads be halved and that
universities be reformed in depth. Doctoral
students, who now have no health or social
security coverage, should be given proper
pay and working conditions, and postdocs

should be given associate re-
searcher contracts of up to 3 years.

But how much of the wish list
will find its way into the parlia-
mentary bill is another matter.
“We don’t know what the govern-
ment will do with it, but we shall
remain vigilant,” says Alain
Trautmann, co-director of the cell
biology department at the Cochin
Institute and spokesperson for the
protest movement. Although Fil-
lon told the Grenoble conference
he would also take account of
some 20 other reform proposals,
Trautmann says, “ours outstrip the
others by a wide margin” in repre-

senting the community.
All the major political parties are paying

attention: Their leaders were on hand last
week, echoing a commitment to raise re-
search spending to the European Union goal
of 3% of gross domestic product (GDP) by
2010. And researchers were warmed by Fil-
lon’s clear admission that the government
made mistakes last year when his predeces-
sor Luc Ferry and former research chief
Claudie Haigneré were in office.

Although the show of hands in favor of
the reform proposals was almost unanimous,
the preceding 2 days of debate were far from
docile. They were peppered with applause,
boos, and a rowdy protest from an anti-
science lobby that was silenced when the
demonstrators were hustled from the confer-
ence room. The high spot, some delegates
said, was the summing-up by Edouard
Brézin, French Academy of Sciences vice
president and co-president of the Initiative
and Proposal Council (CIP), which was
formed earlier this year to produce a consen-
sus for change among scientists. “It was a
moment of great emotion,” says Trautmann.

“We had to produce [a document] that
contained neither overspecific recommenda-
tions nor a compromise that was so general
we would have looked ridiculous,” said
Brézin, who will take over as academy presi-
dent from endocrinologist Etienne-Emile
Baulieu next January. “We have succeeded
in drawing up precise and realistic proposals
and have not simply issued a union-type de-
mand for more money, more posts.”

The unions are happy with the result. The
proposals “constitute a working framework
for the scientific community,” says the lead-
ing research union, SNCS. But university
presidents are far from happy. They regret
“the absence of important elements” they
had suggested, such as merging agency

Researchers Back a 70-Page Agenda to
Reform Agencies, Boost Careers
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Denouement. Earlier protest marches have paid off this
fall by drawing political attention to researchers’ demands.

Hot on the Trail of Cosmic Rays
CAMBRIDGE, U.K.—Researchers are closing
in on finding the source of galactic cosmic
rays, charged particles that whiz around
the galaxy in huge numbers and constantly
bombard Earth’s upper atmosphere. Im-

ages published this week in Nature show
the production of high-energy gamma rays
around the remnant of a supernova,
known as RX J1713.7-3946. The pictures,
taken with a new gamma ray telescope
called the High Energy Spectroscopic 
System (HESS) in Namibia (Science, 3 Sep-
tember, p. 1393), mark the first time re-
searchers have produced a resolved image
of a supernova remnant at such high ener-

gies. Astrophysicists believe that these
gamma rays, with energies of about 1012

electron volts (TeV), are produced at the
same time as cosmic rays and so mark the
location of their source, but they haven’t
got proof yet. “This strong signal is a
breakthrough,” says Karl Mannheim of the
University of Würzburg in Germany. “But
there are many open questions.”

Cosmic rays travel at speeds produced
in the most powerful particle accelerators.
Theorists believe that when particles
streaming out of a supernova remnant hit
interstellar gases, protons and other light
nuclei get boosted by the shock wave and
produce a few TeV gamma rays as a
byproduct. The problem is, electrons
streaming from a supernova remnant can
also generate TeV gamma rays, without
cosmic rays being involved. The HESS team
should be able to figure out whether pro-
tons or electrons are the culprits by study-
ing the supernova at other wavelengths,
such as radio waves, to figure out the den-
sity of matter around it. “We’re just gear-
ing up that,” says HESS spokesperson
Werner Hofmann of the Max Planck Insti-
tute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg.

–DANIEL CLERY
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and university researcher status to replace
the separate agency and university academic
researcher categories, and turning the lead-
ing agencies into mere suppliers of cash.

CIP is putting finishing touches to the
70-page document before presenting it to
Fillon and Research Minister François
d’Aubert on 9 November. Most changes are
modest, but the wording may prompt further
discussion. For example, the report will ex-
plicitly reject the idea of making the Nation-
al Research Agency, which will be created
next year, the lead provider of research

funds. Instead, delegates agreed, govern-
ment subsidies to agencies should continue
to provide the bulk of the cash. Even all that
would not be enough to put French research
back on track, according to Baulieu. He told
a parliamentary conference on Tuesday that
the government must inject an extra €1 bil-
lion into research each year for 5 years, or a
total of €15 billion, if it is to achieve the 3%
of GDP target. The French reform game is
clearly far from over. 

–BARBARA CASASSUS

Barbara Casassus is a writer in Paris.
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European Parliament Urges
Sonar Moratorium
The European Parliament (EP) is asking its
25 member nations to place a morator-
ium on the use of high-intensity naval
sonars implicated in the mass deaths of
whales. Last week’s nonbinding resolution
cites “increasing scientific and public con-
cerns” about ocean noise impacts on
cetaceans and calls for an in-depth study
of the issue.

Over the last decade, researchers have
linked several strandings to sonar, but
they are still uncertain of exactly how the
sound pulses harm cetaceans (Science,
24 October 2003, p. 547). The moratori-
um and study are a needed step toward
clarifying the science and “searching for
clean technologies,” says marine mam-
malogist Antonio Fernández of the Uni-
versity of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria in
the Canary Islands. But the resolution
may have little impact unless it is adopt-
ed by the European Commission and the
Council of Ministers, which will consider
the measure next year.

–XAVIER BOSCH

Ethics Panel OKs Face 
Transplants
Doctors at the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio
may be on their way to performing the
world’s first human face transplant. The
clinic’s ethics review board last month
approved the controversial experimental
procedure for patients suffering from 
severe facial disfigurement due to disease
or burns.

Ethics bodies in France and the United
Kingdom have recently rejected proposals
for similar transplants due to concerns
about tissue rejection, with some experts
predicting a 50% failure rate. But Maria
Siemionow, the clinic’s director of plastic
surgery research, believes the transplants
could improve on current skin-grafting
techniques, which can leave significant
scarring and allow little or no facial 
expression, she told the Cleveland Plain
Dealer. The procedure would likely 
involve removing skin and fat deposits
from cadaver donors, but the patient isn’t
likely to look like the donor after surgery
because the underlying muscles and
bones are what shape the face.

The first change of face may not come
anytime soon: Clinic doctors caution that
it may take months to find appropriate
donors and patients.

–SEAN BRUICH

MOSCOW—President Vladimir Putin has be-
gun a campaign to trim Russia’s vast net-
work of state-funded research institutions.
Although there is general agreement that the
current system is broken, no consensus ex-
ists on what is needed. Many scientists 
worry that Putin’s proposed fix could do se-

rious damage to the 
Russian Academy 
of Sciences (RAS),
whereas others argue
that additional struc-
tural changes are also
necessary.

Speaking here last
week to the United
President’s Council
on Science, Technol-
ogy, and Education,
Putin squelched ru-
mors that the govern-
ment wants to elimi-
nate RAS (Science,

29 October, p. 795). “Nobody wants to ruin
RAS,” he said. “We want to preserve the
academy. The question is how to adapt it to
present realities.” That could be hard work,
he acknowledged. “We expect a thoughtful
and effective modernization. We expect pro-
posals on a drastic reorganization of work.”

Putin’s comments appear to give a green
light to a plan, formally known as the Con-
cept of the Management of State Research
Organisations, that would privatize, merge,
sell off, or close most of the academy’s rough-
ly 5000 research institutions while increasing
support for the 100 to 200 institutes that re-
main (Science, 24 September, p. 1889). Sci-
ence and education minister Andrey Fursenko
has promised a $26,000 boost by 2008 in per
capita spending—including salaries, equip-
ment, and other costs of doing science—for
the nearly 150,000 scientists expected to re-
main at RAS. At the same time, however, the
proposal would put RAS on a shorter leash.
The Russian cabinet would be given the au-

thority to approve RAS’s operating charter,
for example, and to ratify the choice of an
RAS president by academicians. 

Such drastic moves have drawn criticism
from RAS trade unions, which have de-
manded Fursenko’s resignation. They also
prompted an angry letter to Putin from a
number of Russian Nobel Prize winners,
who fear that RAS will be swallowed up by
the Russian bureaucracy. “We indeed are
worried about this concept, which has scared
everyone so much,” says 2003 physics No-
belist Vitaly Ginzburg. “The academy must
in no circumstances become a state depart-
ment; this is the main point.”

Shortly after the meeting, RAS reported
changes to its leadership that are believed
to reflect Putin’s new priorities. Valery 
Kozlov, former RAS vice president of
youth policy, was appointed vice president
in charge of the RAS restructuring. Vice
president Gennady Mesyats, a fierce oppo-
nent of the reform plan, saw his authority
over financial issues handed to Alexandr
Nekipelov, who was appointed vice presi-
dent. Nekipelov refused comment on the
changes, and Mesyats was unavailable.

In the next few months the Russian 
Duma (parliament) is expected to take up
changes in the tax laws and other provisions
that would be needed to implement the Con-
cept. But Boris Saltykov, who pushed unsuc-
cessfully for reform as Russia’s first science
minister in the mid-1990s, believes that even
stronger medicine is needed to correct what
ails RAS. “If you give money to an old Sovi-
et quasi-structure like RAS, it will be used
as ineffectively as in the past and will not
have any substantial effect,” he says. “While
it is necessary to retain some form of RAS,
its very structure must be reformed. But no
one even speaks about structural reform.”

–ANDREY ALLAKHVERDOV AND

VLADIMIR POKROVSKY

Andrey Allakhverdov and Vladimir Pokrovsky are
writers in Moscow.
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Change agent. Putin
wants RAS to “adapt
to present realities.”
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